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SUMMARY

The hazard to space vehicles from natural space debris has been ex-

plored. A survey of the available information pertinent to this problem

is presented. The hope is that this presentation gives a coherent pic-

ture of the knowledge to date in terms of the topic covered. The conclu-

sion reached is that a definite hazard exists but that it can only be

poorly assessed on the basis of present information. The need for di-

rect measurement of this hazard is obvious_ and some of the problems in-

volved in making these direct measurements have been explored.

INTRODUCTION

The advent of vehicles into space has brought into sharp focus some

of the problems to be surmounted. One among these many problems is

space debris and the hazard it presents to space vehicles. The main em-

phasis is on the near-Earth hazard and the proposed direct methods of

evaluating this hazard.

Truly definitive measurements of this hazard have yet to be made_

but there is a wealth of information from other fields that is pertinent

to estimating the character and magnitude of this hazard. Three broad

fields of inquiry provide the only information presently available on

this subject. Astronomy_ the foremost source of information_ has re-

cently been supplemented by a second source of information 3 namely, sat-

ellite and space probe research. The third source of information comes

from laboratory hypervelocity impact studies. All three fields of re-

search endeavor are large and expanding rapidly_ thus making it diffi-

cult to obtain a comprehensive picture of any one. Further_ they all

bear on the subject matter of this report_ and it is therefore doubly

difficult to weld this information into a coherent and cohesive picture

of the hazard presented to space vehicles by space debris. It has never-

theless been attempted.

The scope of each field also does not permit a complete discussion

of each. Therefore 3 the authors_ for the sake of brevit_ selected



information to give a picture of the knowledge to date in terms of the
topic covered. This information was then comoinedto estimate the mag-
n]tudc_ and character of' the hazard of space d_bris. This information
was further used to investigate the problems _ssociated with vehicle de-
sign and space experiments for gathering direct information on the haz-
ard. (Note: An attempt has been madeto reference the most appropriate
mat<,rial supporting the discussion. However_the scope of the subject
matt(_r covered is very broad; and someof the subjects covered are quite
<_xtensive. It is w_ry likely 3 therefore; thaio more appropriatu r<:f_r-
enc_'s could have bu_,nselected in someinstances.)

SPACEDEBRIS

Th_re is in our solar system a great numberof bodies orbiting the
Surf. These include; of course; the most familiar bodies such as the
planets_ ast<_roids; and comets. However; in _ddition to the large fa-
miliar objects_ there is a vast numberof smaller bodies orbiting the
S_u_. Thesebodies range downin size to a micron or two in diameter.

Particles smaller than approximately i micron experience repulsive
forces greater than those due to gravitational attraction and conse-
quently are swept from the solar system as quickly as they are gener-
ated. Light pressure alone is sufficient because; for a given particle
density, the area-to-mass ratio varies inversely with particle radius_
and therefore a size is reached at which the force of the light pressure
on the area becomesgreater than gravity forcgs and drives the particle
away from the Sun. (This phenomenonis described in ref. i. Several up-
dated discussions of light pressure and other forces of consequenceon
small bodies in space are given in refs. 2 an] 3.)

The space debris in the solar system has, in the opinion of most
astronomers; only two origins. These two sources are comets and aster-
oids. They further believe that interstellar debris; if any_ constitutes
less than I percent of the material encountered. It might be well there-
fore to describe briefly the main characteristics of comets, asteroids;
and the other material.

I

Asteroids

Asteroids are irregularly shaped solid bodies with a density be-

tween approximately 3 and 9 grams per cubic centimeter (ref. 4). The

most probable density is around 3.5 grams pe_ cubic centimeter. Their

size may range up to 500 miles in diameter. _heir orbits are_ in gen-

eral_ inclined to the plane of the ecliptic (mean inclination to the

ecliptic_ approx, i0°_ ref. 4); and_ in genelal_ their orbits keep

them between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter. They have the same
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direction of motion around the Sun as the planets (direct orbits) but

follow, in general, more eccentric paths. Some are known to pass between

the Sun and the Earth's orbit, and some rather large ones are known to

pass between the orbits of Earth and Mars. A group of asteroids of par-

ticular interest is known as the Trojans. The Trojans follow the same

orbit as Jupiter but either trail or lead Jupiter by 60 ° . These orbits

are in agreement with the three-body equilibrium conditions predicted

from theoretical considerations (ref. 5). Many astronomers believe that

the asteroids are the remains of a planet that once had an orbit between

Mars and Jupiter.

Comets

Comets are probably the least understood of all the major bodies

orbiting the Sun. It is not known for certain that they all do orbit

the Sun. It is also incorrect to describe them as a body because they

are thought to be, in general_ a collection of particles following the

same orbit. The known comets have highly eccentric orbits which may be

inclined at any angle to the plane of the ecliptic and may be following

either retrograde or direct orbits. They can only be observed when they

approach the Sun; therefor% only those having highly eccentric orbits

are observed. Because only those comets with highly eccentric orbits

that bring them close to the Sun are observed (approximately i A.U. or

closer)_ there may be vast numbers of other aggregates orbiting the Sun
unobserved.

When a comet approaches the Sun 3 it produces a long luminous tail

and bright head. The processes by which the luminous tail and head are

produced are not well understood. The fact that stars can be seen

through the tail or head with no reduction in brightness indicates that

the particles in the aggregate are small in size and widely dispersed.

This must be tempered_ of course 3 by the understanding that these parti-

cles are at great distances from Earth; and therefore a description

of their size as small is a relative one.

In genera_ the orbits or periods of the comets are not known al-

though there is a group (about 70) of short-period (less than i00 yr)

comets that have been cataloged. Most of these short-period comets

have direct orbits_ and it is thought that they may have been perturbed

into their present orbits by Jupiter at one time as a result of passage

near Jupiter. About 40 other comets of known period (periods of i00 to

i000 yr) are observe_ but these apparently have no relation to Jupiter.

A list of some of the short-period comets and associated meteor streams

is given in reference 4 (see also refs. 6 and 7).

The composition of comet particles Js open to question. There have

been a number of theories advanced to explain comets' behaviors in terms
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of their composition and apparent association with meteor displays.
Whipple of the Harvard College Observatory has proposed an icy-comet
model to explain someof the comets' behavior as well as meteor phenom-
ena that result when these particles enter the Earth's atmosphere (ref.
8). His proposal in brief is that the comet _articles are a frozen con-
glomerate away from the Sun_and3 as the comet approaches the Sun_the
more volatile portions are driven off 3 leaving a porous fragile struc-
ture. Another leading astronomer30pik, is also a proponent of the frag-
ile structure school of thought. His concept differs slightly from
Whipple's in that he believes the cometary particles that enter the
Earth's atmosphere and produce meteors are dust balls composedof a
great numberof individual grains (see_ e.g.; refs. 9 and i0).

The present authors would like to propose that boiling in a so-
called zero-g field might also explain someof the phenomenanoted.

I

Zodiacal Dust

Other evidence of space debris is furnished by the zodiacal light

observed in the night sky. This lightj which forms a tapered band

stretching up from the horizon into the sky 3 is attributed to sunlight

reflecting from vast numbers of small particles in space. (For a good

general discussion of the zodiacal light phencmenon by one of the author-

ities in the field_ see ref. ii.) The dust's origin is thought to be

cometary (ref. 2), although the asteroids are also considered a possible

source. (There are also other less accepted theories as to the dust

origin.) These particles are thought to be removed from the space en-

vironment by spiraling into the Sun and by other means. They therefore

necessitate a mechanism of replacement in order to satisfy the present

presence of the zodiacal cloud of particles. The comets are credited,

as mentioned_ with the ability to act as a source for the zodiacal par-

ticles (ref. 2). Other theories are available.

The zodiacal dust particles are thought to be more highly concen-

trated in the plane of the ecliptic. They ha_e two components of drift

as they orbit the Sun_ one toward the plane ol the ecliptic and one

toward the Sun (ref. i). The drift toward the plane of the ecliptic re-

sults from the attraction of the planets. Th_ drift or spiraling in

toward the Sun is a result of a component of the light pressure that

tends to slow the particles down (referred to in the literature as the

Poynting-Robertson effect 3 e.g. 3 see refs. 6 snd 12). Other evidence of

the concentration in the plane of the ecliptic results from the shape of

the Sun's Fraunhofer corona (refs. ii and 13). Basically_ the Fraunhofer

corona is shaped by the absorbing medium through which the sunlight

passes. The medium through which it passesj im this ease 3 is a zodiacal

dust cloud that results in the so-called F-corona for the Sun. (Other

mediums through which the sunlight passes acccunt for other components

of the corona, see ref. ii.)
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The range of particle size most often quoted for these particles is
from i to 300 microns (see_ e.g._ refs. 3_ iI_ 143 and 15). The lower
limit has been discussed previously. As the particle size increases3
the contribution to the zodiacal light decreases rather rapidly with no
significant contribution attributable to particles greater than approxi-
mately 300 microns. (A note of caution should probably be introduced at
this point because the estimates of the range of particle size vary con-
siderably. As a result_ the estimates of the contribution to the zodia-
cal light of the different size particles also vary considerably.)

Beard (ref. 3) gives the following estimates of the concentrations
of these particles:

(i) At Earth's orbit 3 10-14 to 10-15 particle per cubic centimeter

(2) At Earth's surface due to gravitational attraction 3 i0 -I0 to
i0 -II particle per cubic centimeter

Beard in reference 3 has comparedhis estimates to the satellite data
from 1958 Alpha (Explorer I) with very close agreementbeing noted.

Based on Beard's estimates it would appear that the material den-
sity of these particles must be equal to or less than 0.3 gram per cubic
centimeter. However_it should be pointed out that other estimates do
not lead to such low material densities. Other estimates lead to den-
sities of 3 to 9 grams per cubic centimeter and consequently a lower
minimumsize particle.

Another phenomenonthat occurs in the night sk_ the Gegenschein,
is attributed by someastronomers to sunlight reflecting from a concen-
tration of zodiacal dust at one of the unstable-equilibrium points of
the Earth-Sum system (ref. 5). Thesepoints occur along a radial line
from the Sumthrough the Earth. Particles at these points would tend
to remain there unless perturbed by someoutside force.

Thus far only those space debris phenomenawhich are viewed from
great distances in our solar system have been discussed. However_there
is also a considerable amount of information on this material as it en-
ters the Earth's atmosphere_ strikes the Earth's surface, or drifts to
the Earth's surface through the atmosphere. The most recent data have
been acquired by satellites and space probes measuring the particle
flux rates in space.

Meteors and Meteorites

Telescopic surveys. - Perhaps the greatest amount of information

gathered has been based on meteor studies. Meteors are the light trails



with a geometry assumption (e.g., spherical psrticles) the density of the
particles can be calculated. Calculations of this type have been madeby
Harvard astronomers, and Whipple in reference 17 states that the density
of somemeteor particles maybe as low as 0. O[ gram per cubic centimeter.
(Opik, in ref. i0, discusses someof the possible errors in this approach
and the assumptions involved. ) Whipple also cites other evidence which
he believes supports the contention that the particle density maybe
such a low value. However, Whipple also accepts that the density may
vary widely between particles, and, of course_ even less evidence is
available as to tile density of particles smaller than meteor particles.

Determining the material density of meteoroid particles prior to
entering the Earth's atmosphere is one of the most critical problems
associated with establishing the hazard presented by this debris. An in-
direct approach to this problem has been reported by McCroskyin refer-
ence ZS. The approach consisted of using simulated meteors to estimate
the luminous efficiency of the process. Alth(_ugh the experiment was not
conclusive in manyrespects, it indicated that the extreme lower limit
estimated for luminous efficiency was higher ]_y a factor of S than that
used by Cookand Whipple (see ref. 7). McCro_;kyalso states that a value
as muchas i00 times as large was not preclud_d by the experiment. An
increase of i00 in the efficiency would have ;wo ramifications. It would
decrease the massassociated with a particula:' meteor sighting by a fac-
tor of i00 and increase the particle density :_or spherical particles by
a factor of !0. These values are cited here _ot because they are partic-
ularly significant but only to illustrate tha; there is considerable un-
certainty in this area of research.

The variation of numberof particles witll mass is fairly well agreed
on. The variation of numberwith massmost c.)mmonlyused (first credited_
to the authors' knowledge_ to Watson) is give:l by the following equation:

-Kldm
aN - (E)

mS

Integration of this equation gives

NI - N2 - S- 1 m i mS-i
(3)

If, as one limit_ the mass m is taken as that at which the number of

meteor particles is negligible and if; in addition; the mass of interest

is; say_ an order of magnitude less than the nass for which N is negli-

gible, the following approximate equation may be used:

KI
N = (4)

(S - l)m s-±

!

['0

O_



An acceptable value for S is approximately 2 (see ref. 18) for meteors

between magnitude 0 and +i0. (Meteor particles smaller than +b magnitude

particles are surveyed by radio echo techniques which will be discussed

subsequently.) This is also the value used by Whipple in reference 17.

For S = 2, equation (4) reduces to

K 2
N - (S)

m

Using Whipple's meteor influx numbers from reference 17 (for an up-dated

version of this reference, see ref. 24) to evaluate the constant K2 of
equation (5) leads to the following equation for flux rate:

N : 5.81×107 Number entering Earth's atmosphere (6)
m Day

where m is in grams and N is the number of particles of mass m or

greater.

Equation (6) has been used to estimate the flux values for particles

much smaller than those responsible for meteor displays. Attempts have

been made to check the integrated mass flux onto the Earth's surface

based on equation (6) with values estimated by other means. There is

purported to be some agreement. One method has been to analyze the

nickel content in ocean sediment and thereby estimate the Earth's accumu-

lation rate of meteoritic material (ref. 25). Another approach has been

to correlate zodiacal light calculations with meteor studies. Most re-

cently satellite measurements have become available as a means of check-

ing the extrapolated values. This will be discussed subsequently.

Other approaches to measuring the total influx of meteoritic mate-

rial onto Earth have been the attempts to collect some of the meteoritic

material as it drifts down through the atmosphere. Mountain-top collec-

tion stations (ref. 2S) and high-flying aircraft (ref. 26) have been

used for this purpose.

When particles are small enough, their area-to-mass ratios permit

them to be decelerated by the atmosphere without burning up. This fea-

ture, in conjunction with the fact that some of this material is metallic

(mainly iron with a fair amount of nickel), permits the investigators to

separate out the magnetic metal spherules and estimate the total influx.

The aircraft work reported in reference 26 is in a very early stage

of investigation. The particles collected have been in the range of 7

to 20 microns. They are nominally solid bodies with some central bubbles.

The exact mechanism for their introduction into the atmosphere is not

known with certainty. They ma_ for example; be introduced as individual

particles or by the breakup of meteor particles. Other mechanisms or

combinations are, of course_ not ruled out.
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It is interesting to note that the estimate of total influx rate
given in reference 25 gives about an order of magnitude greater value
than is obtained on the basis of equation (6). Although this is not con-
clusive evidence, it might be assumedwith reservations that equation (6)
gives a low estimate of the numberof particles entering the atmosphere
per day.

Equation (6) is also admittedly only a crude estimate of the number-
massvariation of particles. Other authors kave used equations similar

to (6) with m to some power slightly greater than 1.0. Others have

used even more complex number-mass relations in an attempt to introduce

fine structure into the distribution. This ffs primarily to get better

mating of satellite and meteor data or to introduce the concept of a

dust belt around the Earth. These correlations seem somewhat premature

to the authors and therefore have not been pursued too extensively

herein. It must be recognized that considerable uncertainty must be as-

sociated with any estimate or even measuremert of the number density or

flux of particles. For the purposes of this report equation (6) serves

quite well_ although it appears to give low _ stimates for the number of

smaller particles near Earth.

Meteorite studies. - Several other aspects of meteors are also worth

noting. On the basis of the trajectories these particles have and other

evidence it is believed that almost all meteors (90 percent or more) are

of cometary origin (ref. Z7). Almost all these particles are burned up

before reaching Earth's surface, but some of the brighter meteors will

penetrate to Earth's surface. These particl,_s and, in particular, the

remains picked up on the Earthts surface are known as meteorites.

Meteorites, in contrast to most of the )articles that cause meteors,

are thought to be of asteroidal origin (ref. 27). The evidence for this

is again their trajectories and also their o)mposition. Meteorites are

classified into three groups: irons, stony irons, and stones. They are

all solid bodies with the irons including ot_er minerals, notably nickel

(up to 20 percent). The stones may also hav_ small spherical inclusions

of metal throughout. The stony irons, of co lrse, are another arbitrary

class between the stones and irons.

Meteorites are also classified as eithe_ falls or finds. Those

seen falling are in the first class, and for this class the stones pre-

dominate (about 80 to 90 percent of the total, e.g., see refs. A, 7, and

2@). Finds constitute those meteorites stumoled upon randomly and recog-

nized as meteorites. Because the iron variety are more easily recognized_

they predominate in this class. Although beffies large enough to survive

passage through the atmosphere such as metecrites are some of the most

deadly debris one could encounter in space, they are fortunately so in-

frequent that they do not represent a great hazard. It is estimated

that about five per day strike the entire Earth's surface, although
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occasionally swarms of particles are encountered (refs. 4 and 28). It

should be pointed out also that these particles will be more frequent in

the vicinity of Mars_ because they are thought to be of asteroidal ori-

gins, and this problem will eventually need evaluation.

Radio echo surveys. - Many of the particles entering the Earth's

atmosphere do not possess enough kinetic energy to cause meteor displays.

However_ some do have enough kinetic energy to ionize the air during pas-

sage_ and thus leave ionization trails. These trails are detectable by

radio echo or radar techniques_ and a considerable amount of information

has been obtained in this manner. These radio echo surveys have a great

advantage over meteor studies in that they may be conducted during the

daylight hours as well as at night. In addition they allow the investi-

gator potentially to obtain information up to a magnitude of about +12.

(Note: Particle size decreases as magnitude increases.) Magnitude rat-

ings above +5 are fictitious ratings because luminous displays no longer

prevail. Magnitude_ however_ is still the accepted method of rating the

particle size_ and the relation of particle mass to magnitude developed
for meteors is used.

Because 24-hour surveys can be made 3 the influx pattern into the

Earth's atmosphere can be mapped. One such pattern in the plane of the

ecliptic taken from reference 29_ by Hawkinsj is shown in figure 3.

This polar diagram for an Earth-centered system represents the influx

pattern an Earthbound observer would see. For example 3 the vector shown

in figure 3 gives the direction of the incoming particles 3 while the vec-

tor length is a measure of the number of particles from that direction.

With the measured distribution of figure 3_ Hawkins has constructed

the heliocentric direction distribution of these particles at a point on

Earth's orbit. This was done in the following way: To the observed ve-

locity relative to Earth_ the Earth's heliocentric velocity of 30 kilo-

meters per second was added; the particles were all assumed to have a

heliocentric velocity of 40 kilometers per second when intercepted by

Earth. The resulting distribution is shown in figure 4. The pattern

shown in figure ¢ is based on assumptions as to particle velocity 3 and

so forth z and is therefore more of a model than the actual pattern that

prevails. If a lower heliocentric velocity had been assumed for the par-

ticles, an even greater elongation in the direction of the antapex would
have resulted.

This survey also showed a concentration of particle orbits near the

ecliptic with direct orbits predominating. The concentration toward the

plane of the ecliptic is not demonstrated by either figure 3 or 4. How-

ever, if planes at increasing inclination to the ecliptic were used to

construct figures corresponding to figure 3_ the pattern shown would pro-
gressively shrink toward the origin as the inclination increased.
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The survey in reference 29 was conducted in the northern hemisphere.
A similar survey was conducted in the southern hemisphere and is reported
in reference 30. This survey agreed in general with that of reference 29
with one notable exception. In the northern hemisphere survey (ref. 29),
the yearly variation showedabout a fourfold increase in meteor activity
between February and Mayand then a plateau of this high-level activity
until approximately August. In the southern hemisphere survey (ref. 30)
the yearly variation showsan activity peak or plateau during the inter-
val of approximately August to January, which was about 50 percent higher
than the minimumactivity. No definite explanstion for this difference
in peak activity is available according to Weiss's knowledge (ref. 30).
However, Weiss states that it is possible that this disagreement is due
to the dominating influence of the sporadic activity associated with the
summerdaytime showers.

The northern survey (ref. 29) had a very interesting correlation.
The yearly variation in this survey was comparedto the cometary index
for the year with very good correlation, givin_ further evidence that me-
teors are of cometary origin. It might also bc pointed out at this point
that it is often difficult to distinguish the veaker showers from the
sporadic background. This accounts in part fol the difficulty in deter-
mining if time variations exist in the sporadic background rates.

Somevalues for the concentration of these orbits to the plane of
the ecliptic are given in reference 18. It is estimated that approxi-
mately 50 percent of the sporadic meteors are concentrated within 15° of
the ecliptic. Another group of about 15 percert moves in rather circu-
lar orbits with inclinations grouped around 60c and 120° . No cosmologi-
cal reason for this latter type of distributior_ is presently available
according to Lovell (ref. 18).

In the radio echo field of astronomy as il other branches of astron-
omy, agreement is not easily comeby. In reference 31 Bain, using data
of Voganand Campbell (ref. 32), found substan_ial agreementbetween the
data and a model postulated on Hawkins' measuredthree-lobed distribu-
tions. However, in references 33 and 34 the e_;istence of a three-lobed
pattern as measuredby Hawkins is disputed. II any event there is agree-
ment that an Earthbound observer sees manymor_ radio and visual meteors
on the morning side of Earth. It is also acce]_tedby most that the ma-
jority of this material encountered by Earth i_ following direct orbits
with orbit planes more concentrated near the e_:liptic plane.

Visual surveys. - The oldest method emplo;_ed in making meteor sur-

veys is simply that of an observer viewing a g:ven portion of the sky and

recording the meteors sighted. Perhaps the mo_:t extensive compilation

of such sightings is given by 01ivier in refer_nce 35, which covers a pe-

riod of some 58 years.

I
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One assumption made in assessing the danger of space debris to a

space vehicle is that the sporadic flux can be characterized by some

average rate of impact and a frequency distribution about this average

rate. The frequency distributions for the data of reference 35 are

shown in figure S. Each figure is a plot of the frequency of sighting

of various rates for a particular astronomical time, which means that

all observers would be observing the same portion of the pattern shown

in figure S. The ordinate gives the number of times a particular count

occur% while the abscissa is the counting rate observed.

The interesting features of figure S are as follows: On a yearly

basis the sporadic visual meteor sightings appear to have a single

peaked frequency distribution. This implies that the material can be

described using single-population parameters. In some instances the

point could be stretched to say there are separate peak% but the data

taken as a whole do not seem to warrant such a possibility. In any

event the possibility is not considered herein. In addition, whenever

particle populations are dealt with herei% it is implied_ unless other-

wise stated, that particles of a given size or larger are being

considered.

The data of reference 55 are_ however, biased, because many of the

counting rates reported are averages for a number of observers. In ad-

ditio% counts which 01ivier thought represented showers or unreasonably

high values were eliminated. 01ivier has been kind enough to furnish

the authors with the original data (ref. 56) of individual sightings.

These data have been corrected for rate reductions due to cloud cover,

and so forth, but this should not affect the frequency distributions to

any extent. Examinations of these data also showed the characteristic

single peaked distributions of figure S. It might also be noted that

the authors felt justified in plotting the data on a yearly basis be-

cause the variations noted from year to year in the sporadic rates are

fairly minor (ref. SO).

The hourly averages obtained from figure 5 are shown in figure 6

as a polar diagram similar to figure 3. The figures are not directly

comparable because figure 6 does not contain the directionality data

used in figure 5 (fig. 6 also gives only the hourly visual meteor rates

for the various longitudes shown without corrections for rate reductions

in the early evening or late morning sightings). The data in the figure,

however_ do show the same characteristic increase in rate toward the

morning side of Earth noted for radio echo and telescopic surveys.

Satellite and space probe surveys. - Recently satellites and space

probes have become available to make direct measurements of cosmic de-

bris phenomena, in particular, the rate of impact of the very small par-

ticles called micrometeoroids.
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Someof the micrometeoroid data have be_n reported in references 37
to 41. This material has also been publishec in other publicatio_is.
With the exception of the 19S8Cammasatelli_e these data were obtained
using piezoelectric crystals to sensitize th_ satellite surfaces in a
microphone fashion. The manner in which the piezoelectric crystals are
attached to the skin surfaces to pick up the vibrations due to impacting
micrometeoroids is detailed in reference 42. There is_ at present, one
major point of controversy about these measu_'ementsthat arises because
the instruments have not been calibrated for the range of impact veloc-
ity corresponding to micrometeoroid particles.

The most extensive calibration of these devices is described in ref-
erence A3, which reports a linear variation of pulse voltage with impact-
ing momentum. This relation held over a momcntumrange of four orders
of magnitude. However, the maximumimpact velocity was approximately 6
kilometers per second_which is low in comparison with micrometeoroid
velocities. The linear relation of pulse and momentumof reference 43
is used in reducing almost if not all the U.S. satellite data.

Someinvestigators, in particular the Russians_ feel that the pulse
voltage is a function of the energy of impact at the higher velocities
or at least velocity to somepower between I _nd 2 (ref. 44). (For
other discussions of the Russian data_ see refs. 45 and 46.)

Regardless of whether the microphones measurea momentum_energy,
or somehybrid value_ they do measure only this and the rate of impact
of particles above the particular sensitivity level of the microphone
being used. If the momentumis assumedmeasu_ed_an estimate of parti-
cle mass is obtained by assuming a velocity o_ impact. By also assuming
a particle density the particle size can be e_timated.

Another device employedon satellites that has supplied micrometeor-
oid data is the wire-wound cards. Rupture of the wire by an impacting
micrometeoroid destroys the electrical continuity of the wire. This is
sensed by the satellite data measuring system and transmitted to the
ground by telemetry. These devices were also evaluated (ref. 43) to de-
termine the particle size required to rupture the wire. Sensors of this
type were used on the 1958 Gammasatellite (r._f. 37) as well as some
more recent satellites for which data have no_ been published to date.
Other micrometeoroid sensing devices have bee_ used on satellites_ but
no data have been published as of the writing of this report.

The satellite data from references 3V to 41 have been plotted in
figure 7 along with the predicted values obta2ned by extrapolation with
equation (6). Becausethe satellite data rep_rted are not always as de-
tailed as one might desire, it is difficult to compareall the results
on exactly the samebasis. Whereno statement was madeas to viewing
loss due to a near-Earth orbit, a value of 0.$3 was assumed. (Viewing

!
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loss used in this case was simply the solid angle subtended by Earth

when viewed from the satellite's altitude.) Similarly an impact veloc-

ity of 50 kilometers per second and a particle density of 2.7 grams per

cubic centimeter were assumed. (The velocit_ density_ and viewing loss

values were essentially the same as those used in the other data for

which no corrections were needed. The assumed velocity of 50 km/sec

appears high to the authors_ but fortunately it does not affect the

resulting mass calculations seriously.)

Notwithstanding the difficulty of comparing the various data, there

is remarkable agreement both between the measured values and the extrapo-

lated equation. The notable exceptions are several readings reported

for Sputnik III. However, it should be pointed out that the three read-

ings reported for Sputnik !II were for three different time periods. If

a time average were taken (as was done with the other data), much closer

agreement with the extrapolated value would exist. All the data shown

with the exception of 1958 Gamma were obtained with the microphone-type

instrumentation.

None of the data from early vertical sounding rocket work has been

included herein_ the re_on being that the area-time product of expo-

sure is insignificant in comparison to the satellite data.

Some of the satellite data and, in particular, the space probe data

have been interpreted as indicating a concentration or blanket of micro-

meteoroid material near Earth. (This was theoretically predicted in ref.

S.) Substantial experimental verification of this blanket hypothesis is

not yet available and is therefore only briefly mentioned here. (For

discussions of the subject_ see refs. 24, 47_ and 48.)

HYPERVELOCITY IMPACT

There are two major fields of endeavor that bear on the problem of

vehicle hazard due to space debris. The first field, the nature of

space debris, has already been discussed. It should be apparent that

perhaps the outstanding questions to be answered in this field are:

What is the material density of this space debris? What are the flux

rates? The second field_ the d_mage associated with hypervelocity im-

pact, will be explored in this section.

The stud_ of hypervelocity impact has to date suffered from a seri-

ous deficienc_. This deficiency is the inability of experimemters to

obtain velocities in the range of interest ($6,000 to 2S5,000 ft/sec)

with particles of known mass and dimensions.

Another problem with these studies is the inability of experimenters

to agree on the damage to be expected even in the velocity region now un-

der investigation (up to 20,000 ft/sec).
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General Description of PheILomena

The nature of the damageinflicted by an :impacting particle is af-
fected significantly by the velocity of the particle. A very good de-
scription of the effect of velocity on the character of impact damageis
given by Summersin reference ¢9. This dependenceis illustrated in fig-
ure 83 which was taken from reference Ag. The three regions delineated
for ttmgsten-carbide spheres impacting lead targets are the umdeformed
projectile region_ the transition region_ and the fluid impact region.
It is interesting to note that Atkins (ref. 501 observed that the same
three regions of impact exist and obtained essentially the samecurve
shownin figure 8 for copper targets impacted by tungsten-carbide
spheres. For other projectile and target materials these regions of im-
pact are not always well delineated_ if they exist at all. Fortunately
(perhaps unfortunately) the two low-velocity regions of impact are of
minor importance to the space vehicle designer. However, they do serve
to explain the total impact phenomenapicture snd point out the danger
of extrapolating low-velocity data to higher vclocities.

The fluid impact region is of the greatest interest and therefore
will be discussed most fully. In the followin_ discussion of the fluid
impact region it should be rememberedthat experimenters have only re-
cently been able to obtain data in this region for manymaterials of in-
terest. In addition, they have only invaded tke very lower fringes of
this area_ and generalization or extrapolation of these results is
rather risky. This will be more apparent when a comparison of results
is discussed subsequently. With the exception of a few materials, nota-
bly lead_ the true fluid impact region is not r_ached for manymaterials
until velocities around 20_000 feet per second _re attained. Velocities
in the low 20_000-foot-per-second range for particles of knownmassand
geometry have been obtained with light gas guns (refs. 51, 52_ and $3).
Higher velocities in the neighborhood of 30_000feet per second have
been obtained with plastic slugs, but the data _ave not yet been pub-
lished (information received from ThomasCannin_ of AmesResearch
Center). A technique for accelerating particles to approximately 30,000
feet per second by drag forces generated by a d_nse high-velocity gas
has been developed and is reported in reference 5¢. Unfortunately it
is difficult to establish the condition of the ?rojectiles prior to im-
pact with this technique_ and only a very modessamom_tof data has been
obtained with this device to date. The shaped _hargehas also been used
to obtain particle velocities around S0_000fee_ per second (refs, AS
and 55). A multitude of particles is fired_ hocever, and it is diffi-
cult to associate individual craters and particles. Individual parti-
cles have also been fired by shaped charges but never at the higher ve-
locities (refs. 56 and 57). J. W. Gehring, Jr. of the Ballistic Re-
search Laboratory has recently achieved velocities of approximately
45_000 feet per second for microparticles using the techniques reported
in reference i£. I{e has also accelerated 0. i t_ 0.2 gram of material

I
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in an undetermined state (i.e., solid or molten particles, or jets) to

approximately 70,000 feet per second (private communication from

Gehring).

In the fluid impact region it is generally agreed that the craters

formed in the target material are hemispherical. The exceptions to this

general observation are the plastics and some brittle metals or metal

alloys. However_ there is evidence to indicate that the craters of at

least the brittle metals if not the plastics approach hemispheric pro-

portions as the speed increases. The ratio of crater depth to diameter

in general approaches a limiting value of approximately 0.5 as velocity

increases and true fluid impact is obtained (see, e.g._ ref. 56). Even

the brittle metals or alloys appear to agree with this general observa-

tion if the velocity is high enough (see ref. 54).

Another fluid impact phenomenon generally agreed upon is that the

crater volume varies linearly with the kinetic energy of the impacting

particle (e.g., see refs. 49, 52, and 58). This behavior, in conjunc-
tion with the observation that the ratio of crater depth to diameter ap-

proaches a limiting value of 0.5, would indicate that the depth of pene-

tration should vary as the velocity of impact to the two-thirds power.

This latter observation has indeed been borne out by experimental data

reported in references 49 and 52. However, there are some notable dis-

agreements with these observations.

Collins and Kinard (ref. 58) found that the depth of penetration

correlated with the momentum per unit frontal area of the impacting par-

ticle. This, of course, means that the depth of penetration is a linear

function of velocity as they indicate. However, it was also found that

the volume of the crater varied linearly with kinetic energy of the im-

pacting pellet. These two correlations may possibly be explained by the

fact that the velocity of impact upon which the data were based did not

exceed 15,200 feet per second. Fluid impact was apparently not achieved

for all materials tested_ in particular for aluminum targets which had

irregularly or conically shaped craters. It was also noted that lead

targets did not correlate in the s_me manner as other target material,
and it could well be that this result is due to the fact that lead was

probably the only material in which true fluid impact was achieved.

However, Collins, Kinard, and Hopko have published data to approximately

20, 000 feet per second (refs. 59 and 60) for nylon impacting aluminum
that still indicate a linear relation of crater depth and particle

velocity.

Another notable exception to the two-thirds velocity variation

arose in a theoretical investigation by Bjork, reported in references

61 and 62. In reference 61 Bjork analyzed the impact phenomenon on the

basis of a hydrodynamic model. This analysis is considered by many in

the field to be the best theoretical approach to the problem to
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date, but it should be pointed out that it has had essentially no experi-
mental verification. By the authors' own stipulation it also does not
apply except for the purely fluid impact situation. In any event, refer-
ence 62 indicates that the depth of penetratiom should vary as the momen-
tum of the impacting particle to the one-third power.

For the sake of completing the picture it should be noted that
other experimenters (ref. 63) found that the depth of penetration varied
with velocity to the 1.4 power. It was noted also by Atkins (ref. bO)

that this variation described fairly well the i'egion of impact in figure

8 called the umdeformed projectile region. Atkins used a velocity vari-

ation to the four-thirds power, which is slightly different from 1.4 but

not enough to be of any great consequence.

It appears to the writers that a fairly decent picture of the im-

pact phenomena is emerging from the welter of data being reported. This

picture can be described as follows:

(i) Undeformed projectile region. In thil_ range of velocity the

depth of penetration varies as velocity to approximately the four-thirds

power. The craters formed are not hemispheric_l but deep wells with

depth-to-diameter ratios in excess of 1.0.

(2) Transition region. In this region it is impossible to obtain

any meaningful correlation of depth of penetr_ion with velocity or any

other parameter. The craters are not true hem:spheres as in the fluid

impact region, but the similarity is becoming more pronounced.

(3) Fluid impact region. This region is probably best character-

ized by the hemispherical craters formed with _epth-to-diameter ratios

of 0.5. The depth of penetration appears to wry with velocity to the

two-thirds power. In terms of crater volume t_is means that the crater

volume varies directly with the kinetic energy of the impacting particles.

(4) Micrometeoroid impact region. The chsracter of the crater phe-

nomenon in this region is perhaps hinted at by Bjork's analysis. In

this region the craters still have the appeararce of hemispheres, but

the depth of penetration varies with velocity ±o some power less than

two-thirds and perhaps, as Bjork suggests_ velocity to the one-third

power.

The cratering phenomenon_ while heavily d_pendent on velocity of im-

pact, is also influenced by other parameters. In the low-velocity re-

gions the cratering appears to be dependent on the mechanical properties

of the target and pellet material as well as the density of the two ma-

terials. A popular correlation employed is that of plotting depth of

penetration against the ratio of impact velocity to velocity of sound in

the target material. Some early experiments were conducted (ref. 64) to

show that a transition in the depth of penetration occurred when the

!
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velocity ratio reached 1.0. It is fairly well accepted at present_ how-

ever_ that there is no marked transition in the depth of penetration

with velocity at a velocity ratio of 1.0. It is probably a fair summary

to state that the physical phenomenon of cratering and its dependence on

material properties are not well understood at present. There are_ how-

ever_ some other damage phenomena that are worth noting.

_O
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Target Thickness

A number of investigations have been made into the effect of target

thickness on the cratering phenomenon. The most notable effect is that

the depth of penetration is increased as the depth of penetration ap-

proaches the target thickness. Kinard, et al. found (ref. 65) for the

same pellet (same velocit_ mass_ etc.) that thin targets suffered ap-

proximately a 50 percent greater depth of penetration than semi-infinite

targets. The greatest increase (50 percent) occurred when the target

was (effectively) just penetrated.

Bjork has used a theoretical approach to this problem similar to

that in reference 61. These results have not been published to date.

However_ Bjork in reference 62 states that_ based on his theoretical

studies_ it appears that a 50 percent greater depth of penetration can

be obtained in a thin target as compared to a semi-infinite target. The

two studies_ one theoretical and the other experimental_ tend to substan-

tiate one another although they were carried out for different velocity

ranges.

Spalling

With incomplete penetration of a target spalling sometimes occurs.

A brief description of this phenomenon is as follows: At impact a com-

pression wave is generated and travels to the rear face of the target.

If the wave is strong enough_ an interaction occurs at the rear face

which stresses the target material to the point of rupture. Typically a

thin circular layer of material is thrown off the rear face of the tar-

get. The region between the spalled surface and bottom of the crater is

normally cracked or damaged_ but not always. The conditions for spall-

ing are only partially known_ and several investigations are under way

(e.g., see ref. 66) in an attempt to understand this phenomenon better.

Target Temperature

Both the depth of penetration and crater volume would probably be

expected to increase with target temperature. This was verified experi-

mentally in reference 67 for the conditions of steel projectiles impact-

ing Pb_ Zn, Cd, and Cu targets. It was found_ for example, that the
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increase in crater volume with temperature for Pb was a smooth function.
The crater volume for Pb increased by a factor of approximately four
whenthe temperature was increased from -200° C to approximately the
melting temperature. The increase in crater volume with temperature for
the other materials did not showthe smooth increase of Pb as a result
of the change in the crystalline structure of the material with tempera-
ture. The only other material besides Fb taken to near the melting
point was Zn, which showedan increase in crater volume of about four
over that at room temperature. It should be ncted that these data were
obtained at a velocity of 5 kilometers per seccnd_ and therefore the
details of the phenomenonmight be different at a higher velocity. How-
ever, the general characteristic of increasing volume with temperature
would in all likelihood prevail.

!
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Oblique Impact

It has been observed that at low speeds th_ craters formed at ob-

lique angles of impact up to 30° or AO ° from th_ vertical are not meas-

urably different than if the particle impacts vsrtically (ref. 49, see

also refs. 56 and 65). At angles less than approximately 30 ° the depth

of penetration correlates with the normal compcnent of velocity in the

same manner noted for vertical impacts (ref. 49).

The authors of reference 49 also noted that the oblique angle at

which circular craters were formed increased with increased impact ve-

locity. They speculate, as have others, that at very high velocity the

craters formed will all be circular with exception perhaps of extremely

oblique or glancing impacts. The evidence citeff for this theory is the

circular Moon craters and those formed in the _rth's surface by meteor-

ites. Most astronomers attribute Moon craters to meteoroid impact and

even theorize that some of the material spewed from these craters reaches

the surface of Earth (ref. 69). However, other crater theories have been

presented (e.g., see ref. 70).

This evidence of circular craters at very _blique angles of impact

has led some people to propose an explosive mod_l of cratering at very

high velocities. (l.e._ the impact is equivalent to detonating an ex-

plosive charge at the face of the target.) The validity of these theo-

ries, like many others_ awaits experimental verification.

Comparison of Penetration MDdels

The parameter of greatest importance to space vehicle designers is

depth of penetration. Unfortunately the disagreements among experiments

and between experiment and theory are quite large in the meteoroid ve-

locity range.
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Comparisons of some of the results reported are shown in figure 9.

The correlation equations are given in appendix B. The experimental ref-

erences were selected because they are based on extensive collections of

data obtained by experienced observers. The theoretical prediction by

Bjork is considered one of the best by many in the field. Unfortunately

it is difficult to find data obtained under apparently identical condi-

tions but gathered by independent experimenters. For example_ in figure

9(a) only the data of Atkins (ref. 52) and Collins and Kinard (ref. 56)

are directly comparable. The curve based on Summers data (ref. Ag) was

derived using an empirical equation developed from data for projectiles

with a wide range of densities impacting lead and copper targets.

From figure 9(a) it can be seen that Summers and Atkins agree quite

closely. Both have developed empirical relations that indicate the depth

of penetration varies with impact velocity to the two-thirds power.

Collins and Kinard have developed an empirical relation that indicates

the depth of penetration varies linearly with velocity. From figure 9(a)

it is apparent that this linear velocity relation results in much greater

depths of penetration at the high velocities. A possible explanation of

this difference in estimates was given previously.

Perhaps one of the most disturbing features of figure 9(a) is the

difference between the depths of penetration measured by Collins and

Kinard, and Atkins for supposedly identical conditions in the velocity

range at which the experimental data were obtained.

Bjork's analysis leads to a more conservative estimate of the depth

of penetration than any of the experimental extrapolations indicate (ex-

cept at low velocities where Bjork stipulates his equation does not ap-

ply). It might_ in fact_ be safely said that Bjork's analysis leads to

more conservative depths of penetration than any expected from experi-

mental data. It may well be that at the higher velocities the depth of

penetration will vary as velocity to the one-third power as Bjork pre-

dicts_ but it would appear in any case that the general level of his
curve is low.

Figure 9(b) is an additional comparison of Collins and Kinard, and

Summers data. The discrepancy at the high velocities is obvious. In

the range of velocity for which experimental data were obtained it is

seen that at very low velocities the results agree. However_ as veloc-

ity increases_ a marked discrepancy evolves. This discrepancy arises

even though the data were obtained under supposedly identical conditions.
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SIGNIFICANCEOFPROBLEMFORSP_CEVEHICLES

Near-Earth Vehicles and Sporadic Meteoroids

Perhaps the best method of determining the significance of space
debris on space vehicle design is to consider the case of a spherical
surface or a randomly tumbling flat surface as it orbits Earth. The
chief concern of the following discussion is the rate at which such a
surface in a near-Earth orbit will be punctured by sporadic
micrometeoroids.

Considerations in predicting rates. - Th_ important considerations

in calculating the puncture rates expected ar_ listed as follows. As-

sumptions made for each of these considerations are also enumerated.

(i) Impingement rate. The rates shown in figure 7 were divided by

the spherical area of Earth to obtain the rate per unit area on a sur-

face near Earth.

(2) Angle and velocity of impact. A velocity of impact of IS kilo-

meters per second directed perpendicular to t_e surface in question was

assumed. The assumed value of 15 kilometers _er second is in line with

the observation discussed previously that the velocities of meteoroids

relative to Earth decrease with decreasing particle size.

(3) Density and shape of impacting particles. A density of Z.7

grams per cubic centimeter (approximately that of stone) was assumed

for the particles. This does not appear to be too unreasonable for zo-

diacal particles (up to 300 microns) but might be too high for the

larger particles (meteors). All impacting particles were assumed to be

spherical.

(4) Penetration criteria. The empirical _quation of Summers with

one modification (see (5)) was used. This equation was developed for

impact velocities less than those of interest _erein but was assumed to

give reasonable estimates at the velocities coilsidered (see discussion

in HYPERVELOCITY IMPACT section).

(S) Effect of target thickness. The equation of Summers was devel-

oped for semi-infinite targets. The depths of penetration so calculated

were multiplied by a factor of i. S to account _'or the depth of penetra-

tion equaling or exceeding the thickness of th_ target (see discussion

in HYPERVELOCITY IMPACT section).

(6) Viewing loss. No correction of the r_.tes due to Earth blockage

was applied.

The authors believe this set of assumptions should give reasonable_

although somewhat low_ estimates of the rates cf penetration to be

!
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expected for thin surfaces exposed near Earth. However_ the effects of

particle density_ particle velocity_ and other penetration criteria are

also briefly discussed.

Predicted rates. - The rates of penetration that surfaces would

sustain in the near-Earth region for five materials are shown in fig-

ure i0. Shown also are the mass and diameter of the impacting
micrometeoroid.

Based on the previous assumptions, the rate at which penetrations

are sustained varies with skin thickness h in the following manner:

K
r _ m

h 5

Number of penetrations

sq ft-hr
(7)

This penetration rate variation with skin thickness holds equally well

(with minor exceptions) for all the penetration criteria now in vogue.

(See appendix B. The exceptions to equation (7) are the Collins and

Kinard penetration criteria for steel and aluminum when the impacting

micrometeoroids are very small.) The values of K used for figure i0

are as follows:

K

7

Aluminum Beryllium Copper Stainless

or titanium steel

6.72Xi0 -9 2.29XI0 -9 1.25×10 -9 0.77×10 -9

For a given material thickness (h, in.) the rates of penetration for the

five materials vary as the values of the constant K given above.

The value of the constant in equation (7) does vary with the differ-

ent criteria employed. Thus the numerical value of the penetration rate

or the level of the curves given in figure i0 may be erroneous 3 but the

rate variation with thickness should hold. The factor most likely to

alter the rate variation described in equation (7) would be a puffball

type of micrometeoroid rather than the solid variety assumed. However_

penetration criteria for low-density_ high-velocity material have not

been developed. If an explosive model of penetration applied_ for exam-

ple_ less dense particles would probably not radically alter the penetra-

tion rates of figure i0. This follows because there is fair agreement

on the number against mass variation shown in figure 7 and on meteoroid

velocities. However 3 the effect of particle density on penetration rate

for the penetration criteria employed is shown in figure ii for stainless

steel. All assumptions are the same as for figure lO(a) except that par-

ticle density is varied. The density values shown range from the lowest

estimate to date (O. OS g/cc by Whipple) to the maximum expected (7.9 g/cc

for an iron meteorite). The value of 2.7 grams per cubic centimeter

represents a stony material 3 while 0.30 gram per cubic centimeter corre-

sponds to the estimate of Beard. The obvious inference to be drawn from
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figure ii is that the particle density assumption mayalter the rates
of penetration to be expected by several orders of magnitude.

The effect of impact velocity on penetration rate is shownin fig-
ure 12 for stainless steel. All assumptions are the sameas for figure
10(a) except that particle velocity is varied. The range of impact ve-
locities actually experienced will probably ke greater than the IS to
75 kilometers per second range shownbut not radically different (i.e.,
the velocity of the satellite relative to Earth will be roughly 8 km/sec).
It is apparent that rather large variations fin the rate of impact can
occur from one velocity extreme to the other. However, comparison of
figures !i and 12 showsthat the uncertainty in particle density is
more critical than the possible variations in impact velocity. It
should be kept in mind, however, that this comparison is being made
with an equation based on relatively low velocity data.

The variation of penetration rate with lenetration criteria for
aluminum is shownin figure 13. (Aluminumwss selected because it is
the only material for which all criteria can be readily compared.) All
assumptions are the sameas for figure 10(b) except the penetration cri-
teria varied. Someassumptions must be madein applying these criteria
to the problem at hand. These are detailed in appendix B.

Perhaps the most noteworthy fact illustrated by figure 13 is that
the spread in the predicted depth of penetration results in a much
greater spread in the predicted rate of penetration. (For example, at
50,000 ft/sec, fig. 9(a) showsa spread in p_netration depth of approxi-
mately 2.6, while fig. 13_ which was constructed for an assumedvelocity
of IS km/sec or 50,000 ft/sec, showsa sprea( in rate of penetration of
an order of magnitude in someinstances.) FJgure 13 then demonstrates
quite well the necessity of developing relia],le penetration criteria in
the micrometeoroid range of velocity.

The deviation of the Collins and Kinard curve from the others for
small thicknesses is a result of their requirement that the impacting
particle must attain a certain minimummomen_;umbefore any penetration
takes place. The equations for aluminum imp_cting aluminum (see appen-
dix B) give, for example, the following resu_s: At A9,000 feet per
second (approximately 15 km/sec) the impactiILg particle must have a di-
mension of at least 9 mils before any penetr_tion is achieved. This
does not appear to be a reasonable hypothesi_ to these authors. (An
earlier penetration criterion developed by K_nard, et al. (ref. 6S) did
not lead to this apparently unreasonable res_It.) Onceagain, however,
it should be noted that this is a gross extr_polation from the data for
which the equations were developed.

The rates shownin figures i0 to 13 will be reduced by the shield-
ing effect of Earth. The viewing loss due t,) the presence of Earth is

!
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shown in figure 14. For a spherical bod_ or one randomly tumbling, the

rate of penetration could be reduced by the appropriate viewing loss fac-

tor corresponding to the height of the body above Earth. The equation

upon which figure 14 is based is given in appendix B. The equation was

developed on the simple basis that, viewed from a given height, Earth

blocks a certain portion of the 4_ steradians seen from a point in space.

The percent of the 4_ steradians view blocked out by Earth is called the

viewing loss_ and it is assumed that the rate of penetration will be re-

duced accordingly.

Hole size. - An estimate of the minimum diameter of the hole ex-

pected in the various skin thicknesses when penetrated is shown in fig-

ure i5. This figure was constructed on the basis of two rather gross

simplifying assumptions. The first is that the ratio of hole depth to

diameter of craters in semi-infinite targets is 0.5. The second is

that the depth of penetration in thin sheets is 1.5 times that in semi-

infinite targets when the depth of penetration is equivalent to the

sheet thickness. These two assumptions lead to the rather simple result
that

_ ! h (S)dcm- 5

Equation (8) gives only the minimum size hole to be expected be-

cause_ for particles with mass or velocity greater than that required to

just penetrate the surface_ the hole size is greater. This can be seen

from the following equation which was obtained from the Summers penetra-

tion criteria and the assumption that D/d c = 0.5:

dc=2(s'2s) ) d (9)

Thus, if either the micrometeoroid velocity or mass (reflected as d in

eq. (9)) increases, the crater diameter dc, and consequently the hole

size in thin sheets, increases.

The minimum hole diameter dcm is_ of course_ only an approxima-

tion but it appears to be reasonable. It also applies only for those

situations which for lack of a better definition are called complete

penetration as distinguished from those impacts where the hole diameter

is smaller. The cratering phenomenon is affected by the thickness of

the target, but at the beginning of the process it is the same as for a

semi-infinite target. Subsequently, however_ if the penetration is com-

plete or nearly so as shown in the microphotograph of figure 16 for the

low-impact-velocity situation, a plug will be punched out with a diam-

eter slightly less than the diameter of the crater at the face of the

sheet. (Fig. 16 was obtained by impacting a iS-mil stainless-steel ball

into an i8-mil 502 stainless-steel target at approximately 6000 ft/sec.)
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Figure 16(a) showsthe cross section prior to etching with the pel-
let material at the bottom of the crater still very much in evidence.
However, because of preferential etching effects the pellet material
does not appear in the etched photograph (fig. 16(b)). The shear-plug
mentioned shows quite well in figure 16(b) along with the change in crys-
talline structure of the material surrounding the hole.

Significance of predicted rates. - The rates of penetration shown

in figure i0 are quite low, but in terms of space vehicles rate r is

only one of the three parameters of importance. The other two param-

eters_ of course, are the area of the exposed surface a and the time

of exposure t. The fact that should not be lost sight of when evaluat-

ing the meaning of figure i0 is that the product rat is the important

consideration for space vehicles.

For skin thicknesses most commonly considered the probability of

receiving a penetration can be obtained if i_ is assumed that an average

or mean rate of penetration can be defined. For an average or mean rate

of penetration the survival probabilities ca_ be calculated using

Poisson's relations. By assuming then that the rate of penetration has

a frequency distribution corresponding to a Poisson distribution, the

probability of not receiving a penetration P0 is as follows:

PO = e-Xat (i0)

where h is the mean rate for a Poisson distribution. The probability

of receiving at least one penetration p is

p = i - P0 = i - e"hat (ll)

(where the product Rat is nondimensional snd assumed to be the same as

rat). Further if the product Rat is small (i.e., hat << 1.0), the

probability of penetration p can be approximated as follows:

p : rat (12)

Thus from equation (Ii) and figure 10(a) it is apparent that_ for a

reasonable thickness of, say_ SO mils of st_.inless steel (corresponds to

a penetration rate r of SXI0 -S number/(sq ft-hr)), either a very large

area or an extended exposure time can resu_ in a substantial probabil-

ity of penetration. (A note of caution in _'egard to fig. i0 would per-

haps be well taken at this point. Fig. i0 11ay become increasingly less

reliable for micrometeoroids with diameters gre_ter than SO0 microns be-

cause the density of the impacting particlei_ may be decreasing to those

predicted for meteor particles.)
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The previous discussion of the importance of the product of rate,
area, and time rat might be better illustrated by figure 17. In fig-
ure 17 the area required for a 0.9 probability of at least one penetra-
tion in a time interval of i year has been plotted against skin thick-
ness for various target materials. Theseprobability calculations are,
of course, no better than the estimated meanrate upon which they are
based. In addition, one should be cautious in assuming that Poisson
statistics apply. However, the assumption of Poisson statistics is use-
ful in developing a feeling for the problems involved.

For the majority of satellites and probes that have been laumched
to date with exposedvulnerable areas of only a few square feet_ rather
thick skins, and life expectancies of months or less_ the probability
of sustaining a penetration is rather small. However3 if large areas
of relatively thin skin are exposed in space for extended periods of
time in the form of thermal radiators, fuel tanks_ or living quarters_
the probability of sustaining a penetration becomesvery real and can-
not be ignored (see fig. 17). It should be noted that the particle
massespresently being measuredby satellites are of the order of 10-9
to i0 -S gramand_ as can be seen from figure i0_ correspond to sizes of
particles that would penetrate very thin surfaces. Thus, although the
rates are relatively high_ the particles do not have any appreciable
penetrating capability.

Figure 17 illustrates very well the point that the skin thicknesses
dictated by most structural or containment requirements are very likely
to be penetrated. Thus_ a governing factor in the design of space ve-
hicle skins will be a consideration of the micrometeoroid hazard.

Near-Earth summary. - In summary of the previous sections it is

felt that figure i0 represents a reasonable estimate of the average rate

of penetration to be expected in thin surfaces of a single thickness ex-

posed in space near Earth. The average rates shown are based on the

sporadic meteoroid flux and randomly oriented surfaces in space. Reduc-

tion of these rates and protection against penetration will be discussed

subsequently. Figure 15 represents the approximate minimum hole size to

be expected from penetrations in a single sheet.

Other Considerations

As one departs from the vicinity of Earth or vehicles other than

spheres or randomly tumbling surfaces are employed, the penetration

rates discussed in the previous sections could change drastically.

Re_ions away from Earth. - As an example, the concentration of the

very small particles (those responsible for the zodiacal light phenom-
ena) may decrease by as much as a factor of 103 (ref. 3) in regions re-

moved from Earth. However, if the vehicle's path takes it nearer the
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Sun_ the concentration of the very small particles will increase. Ref-
erence 3 estimates the concentration to vary as R-1"5 where R is the
distance from the Sun. A note of caution should be added here because,
although it is generally agreed that these trends exist, the numerical
values estimated vary greatly. It might also be pointed out at this
point that Jupiter has a muchgreater concentrating effect on space de-
bris than Earth.

In addition to these trends3 there are concentrations of space de-
bris which it would be well for space vehicles to avoid. Thesearej
for example_ the Gegenscheinregion and Trojan asteroid region that were
discussed previously. It might also be assumedthat space journeys in
the vicinity of Mars and Jupiter will be relatively hazardous because
asteroidal material is more likely to be encountered. This of course
meansthat the probability of encountering relatively large solid bodies
is increased.

Orientation and relative velocity. - Most of the space debris en-

countered in space as noted previously is following direct orbits around

the Sun. These orbits also have in general small inclinations to the

plane of the ecliptic. The latter characteristic could be used to good

advantage in the case of the flat surfaces by orienting them parallel to

the plane of the ecliptic. Flat surfaces oriented perpendicular to the

plane of the ecliptic could also be employed _s protective devices for

many kinds of structures.

It was noted in figures 3 and 4 that the relative velocity effect

between Earth and space debris makes it appea_ that almost all the mate-

rial strikes Earth from the forward IS0 °. Th_s results because an in-

crease in the apparent or relative velocity i_creases the rate of inter-

ception of particles. This characteristic colld also be gainfully used

by orienting the major axis of a surface parallel to the apex of Earth's

way and by concentrating any protective devices in this direction. This

would be particularly true of probes leaving _arth in the direction of

the Earth's apex.

It could be concluded_ therefore_ that tle preferred orientation of

a surface is parallel to the plane of the eclLptic with the major axis

parallel to the apex of the Earth's way. In _ddition, any protective

surface would be most effective when it is perpendicular to the plane of

the ecliptic and at the forward end of the ve_icle when the direction of

motion is toward the Earth's apex.

Showers. - In discussing rates of penetration the average flux rate

was considered. Although the sporadic flux f_r meteors represents 70 to

SO percemt of the total flux measured, the ra_es during showers can on

occasion be many times that of the average ra,_e. It is conceivable,

therefore, that on some flights punctures could be received at a greatly
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increased rate. However_there is no conclusive evidence at present
that the increased rates observed during meteor showers extend to the
smaller particles. It is also entirely possible therefore that the rates
of penetration which depend on the small particles will not change radi-
cally during showers. This follows because the meteor particles are
relatively large and rare by comparison with micrometeoroids and maybe
of different composition. An increase in the numberof meteor size par-
ticles with no attending increase in micrometeoroids would alter the
penetration rates shownin figure i0 for thicknesses of perhaps 50 to
i00 mils or greater.

Unfortunately very little is known about this situation_ and some
experiments are obviously required. It is knownthat shower meteors are
on the average brighter than sporadic meteors_ indicating perhaps that
particles of larger massare involved. Further_ a number of satellites
have survived showers, although there has been someconjecture about one
being put out of commission during a known showerby meteoroid impact
(1958 Gamma). Present information, however, neither supports nor refutes
the contention that meteor showers will not change the penetration rates
drastically. This aspec_ of the space debris hazard most certainly needs
direct experimental invesLigation.

The possibility of greatly increased rates of penetration during
showers makes it very desirable to measurethe time of an event in the
direct measurementinvestigations. In addition_ the experiment should
be designed to prevent swampingof the equipment if greatly increased
rates of penetration are encountered. The experimental approach to ob-
tain direct measurementsof the hazard is explored more fully in the
subsequent EXPERIMENTDESIGNCONSIDERATIONSANDDATAINTERPRETATION
section.

Other time variations. - The showers will probably be the time vari-

ation of most concern for exposed space structures. However, other vari-

ations on an hourly to yearly basis should be investigated. Some clues

as to the magnitude of these variations can be obtained from the studies

discussed in the SPACE DEBRIS section of this report.

Excluding the occasional intense shower_ no great variation should

be expected from year to year. However_ the average monthly rate may

vary by as much as an order of magnitude_ although this is rather uncer-

tain at present. There is little dispute, on the other hand, that the

rates on a daily and hourly basis may vary from the average by orders of

magnitude. This problem is also explored more fully in the subsequent

EXPERIMENT DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND DATA INTERPR_fATION section.

Protective measures. - In addition to distributing the protective

devices or vehicle surfaces involved to take advantage of the directional

characteristics of space debris, there are other devices or schemes that

may be useful.
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A technique of segmentation of a containment vessel or radiator can
be employednot only to permit taking out of the system those segments
suffering a penetration but to reduce the weight required of the compo-
nent for sufficient protection against micrometeoroids. An exampleof
this is shownin figure 18, which illustrates the effect of segmentation
on the weight of a thermal space radiator. (Fig. 18 was taken from ref.
71.) Figure 18 showsthe obvious result that increasing the numberof
segmentsdecreases the weight function or weight. This can be carried
on indefinitely until an infinite numberof segments is employed, and_
therefore_ the area loss due to puncture is essentially zero. This is
dependent of course on assuming that the numberof particles passing
through a given area is finite. The less obvious result shownin figure
IS is that for a given numberof segmentsthere is an optimum ratio of
the numberof surviving segmentsto the initial number. This meansthat
there is sometrade off between total initial area and required thick-
ness for a given survival probability. The overall weight savings of
such a schemeis not clear-cut since the weigh_ function shownin figure
18 does not include the weight required for adffitional valving_ manifold-
ing, and so forth. In any event_ however_ segmentation can be used to
someadvantage.

Another protective device that might be e_ployed is a bumper guard
first proposed by Whipple. This device employs a thin outer surface to
break up the impacting meteoroid and spread th_ broken fragments over a
larger area of the sub or working surface. A _umberof investigators
are presently conducting experiments on the effect of bumperthickness_
spacing, and so forth_ to determine the effectiveness of the bumpercon-
cept. It is too early at this stage to evaluaoe the results fairly, and_
in addition_ the concept of what constitutes d_nagevaries.

Figure 19_ which illustrates this rather _ell_ showsthe result of
firing 7S-mil glass balls at two lO-mil stainl_ss-steel sheets spaced
0.5 inch apart. The velocity of impact was ap_roximately 7500 feet per
second. Although the glass beads were shattered or dissipated in the
process of penetrating the first sheet, they g_nerated a metal slug simi-
lar to that shownbeing formed in figure 16. '_his slug perforated the
second sheet and formed a hole that was larger than that generated by
the glass ball in the first sheet. It must be kept in mind, however,
that the phenomenawith meteoroid particles an.i velocities will probably
be quite different. Reference 72 presents the results of another bumper
investigation at low velocities.

In reference $2 aluminum pellets fired at aluminum targets at much
higher velocities (17,S00 ft/sec) resulted in _he sametype of damage
to subsequent sheets noted previously for glas_ beads. (This should not
be taken to imply that the phenomenawere exactly the same.) In refer-
ence 52 it was found that the combineddepth o__ penetration was reduced
when the target thickness was divided amonga 1_umberof sheets. Al-
though the depth of penetration was reduced_ t]_e hole diameter in subse-
quent layers increased. These two effects the_Lcould vary in importance

!
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depending upon the application. It is rather obvious from this brief

description of results that considerably more work is required to evalu-

ate properly the effectiveness of bumpers.

In addition to bumpers and segmentation there are many other

schemes for meteoroid protection. It would be impossible_ however_ to

discuss them all_ and many are for very specialized application only

(e.g., see ref. 73).

EXPERIMENT DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND DATA INTERPRETATION

The subjects of experiment design and data interpretation are very

broad and complex. It is necessary_ therefore_ to limit the objectives

to be discussed in this section. The specific set of conditions to be

explored in this section is:

(i) Experimental observation of rates of penetration in surfaces

near Earth

(2) The likelihood that the probability of puncture will not be

uniform in time

(3) _e considerations involved in determining the variation of the

average rate of penetration with surface thickness

In exploring this set of conditions the authors are concerned with

whether average rates of penetration on some gross time basis can be

established for a sphere orbiting Earth with given skin thicknesses.

They are further concerned with determining when excursions (expected

to be due mainly to showers) from an established frequency distribution

occur. The previous set of conditions is explored using simple statis-

tical and probability relations. The object is to bring out the prob-

lems involved in making direct experimental investigation of the meteor-

oid hazard. The statistical applications are_ therefore_ not necessar-

ily those a statistician would employ either in analyzing data or de-

signing an experiment.

Experiments to determine_ for example_ hourly_ dail_ or monthly

variations are not discussed. Neither are such variations as might be

expected with oriented surfaces, and so forth_ considered. The general

philosophy discussed_ however_ could be extended to such experiments.

It should also not be construed that because such experiments are not

discussed they are only minor variations of the general problem and of

little consequence.

The section has been broken into two main subsections entitled

(I) Interpretation of Data and (2) Design Considerations. These sub-

sections are not entirely independent_ and therefore the division of
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material is rather arbitrary. In both subsections two experimental ap-
proaches with auxiliary conditions are considered. They are as follows:

Case I. - The exposed surface is capable of recording every punc-
ture received. The surface area exposed is effectively constant for
the duration of the experiment.

(a) Only the total time of the experiment is known.

(b) The time to each event or puncture i_ known.

Case II. The exposed surface is segmen_ed_and each segment_upon
receiving a puncture_ is removedfrom the system (i.e._ cannot be used
for recording additional punctures). Loss of a segmentis always
recorded.

(a) Only the total time of the experiment is known.

(b) The time to each event or loss of a _egmentis known.

!
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Interpretation of Da_a

The information desired from an experime_t is considered to be the

following:

i) Can a mean rate of puncture be deternined?

2) Can an appropriate statistical mode_ be found that fits the

data?

S) What are the magnitudes of the excursion from the background

rate and how might these be determined? This, of course_ would presume

that a background rate could be established.

(4) How might the data be used to develop a model of the variation

of average rate of puncture with material thickness?

There are_ of course_ other questions t_at could be considered.

Consideration of all the problems would be impractical_ however_ and no

attempt is made to look at all the facets of the problem. Even the

scope of these questions is so broad that th_ authors have limited the

discussion to a rather brief general conside_'ation of the problem.

Case l(a). - Since definitive experimen-,al data are lacking_ the

assumption made initially for this situation is that Poisson statistics

apply. (Poisson's distribution describes th_ frequency distribution of

random events which have a probability of oc,_urring in time dt propor-

tional to dt aud which are i_depemdent. ) 'This initial assumption
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appears to fit reasonably well the physical situation and, in addition,
simplifies the calculation. However, it is important to note that the
actual situation may differj and this is discussed under Case l(b).

The probability Px of observing a specific numberof events x
if the meanrate _ is known can be obtained from the following equa-
tion (see any standard text_ e.g., ref. 74):

(_at)X e-Rat
Px = x_

(13)

If, as an estimate of _ we take

N

at
(14)

(where N is the total number of events or punctures recorded), equa-

tion (13) becomes

Nx e -N (Is)
px : x-7

Estimating the rate with equation (14) would then permit an esti-

mate using equation (15) of the probability of observing any given num-

ber of events x. By summing the probabilities for x the probability

of receiving more than or less than x punctures could also be

estimated.

If3 on the other hand, x is taken equal to N, equation (13)
becomes

(_at) N e-Rat
PN = N_

(16)

and with at and N known_ then

PN = f(_) (17)

Equation (16) could be used to estimate the likely variation in rate

based on observing N events. This might be done with an equation of

the following form:

1 k2 PN dk

/_ PN dk

: K K < i.o (is)
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where the choice of the value of K is up to the experimenter. The

likely variation in rate _ would_ however_ yrobably be more quickly

apparent simply from a graphical plot of PN against _.

Case l(b). - The case just discussed gives the experimenter only a
limited amount of information. It further ha_ one serious drawback in

that for it to be useful the experimenter musl assume that equation (IA)

is a good estimate of the average rate to be expected. Far more informa-

tion can be obtained if the time to each even% is also known. This situ-

ation is discussed next. The equations and concepts used are taken from

reference 75, which includes a very good presentation on applied statis-

tics. In the discussion of interval distributions for Poisson statistics

in reference 75 it is shown that the expected number of events x with

time intervals between events longer than tI is as follows:

x = Ne -Xatl (19)

(Note: The nomenclature has been changed slightly from ref. 7S.) A

plot of this expected interval distribution is shown in figure 20(a).

The histogram of the actual data could be plotted in conjunction with

this curve. A histogram of the data as they might occur is also shown

in figure 20(a). In comparing the theoreticsl distribution to the ac-

tual data the initial estimate of _ is given by the total number of

punctures divided by the exposed area and to±al time of the experiment.

Comparison of the data with the theoretical distribution could

give the following information:

(i) The first situation would be agreem(nt between the two distri-

butions. In this situation it would be poss:ble to state that Poisson

statistics apply and to calculate a meaningf_Ll average rate of

penetration.

(2) If the histogram has some smooth di_;tributions but differs from

the theoreticalj the logical course would be to look at other distribu-

tions (normal, etc.) that might fit the data If one could be found,

the applicable statistics would be known and probability values for vari-

ous events could be calculated.

(3) There may be definable excursions f_om the statistical distri-

butions to be investigated. For purposes of estimating a mean back-

ground rate, the excursions could then be eliminated from the data. The

data of the excursions would_ of course_ be _ery valuable in themselves

because they would give a measure of the rate increases expected during

a shower. In this respect the data might be made much more valuable if,

concurrent with the satellite experiment_ ground survey experiments were

!
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conducted. It might, for example, be possible to correlate the satel-
lite data with radio echo data.

(A) It may be that none of the previous situations apply. In this

event it would not be meaningful to look for an average rate on the

basis of the elapsed time of the experiment and the other conditions of

the experiment that prevailed. It might, for example, become necessary

to examine the rate on the basis of elongation, time of the year, sur-

face orientation in space, or some combination of these and other
factors.

Case ll(a). It appears to the authors that the binomial proba-

bility distribution is the most appropriate distribution to use in a

segmented approach. Use of the binomial distribution implies that

each segment of the surface is equally likely to be penetrated, which

certainly appears to be a reasonable assumption. For a binomial distri-

bution the probability Px of having exactly x segments lost of a to-
tal of z segments is given by the following equation:

z: p)Z-XPx = (7.- x): PX(l - (2o)

where p is the probability that an individual segment will be lost.

(Eq. (20) is given in any standard textbook, e.g., see ref. 74.)

Equation (20) has been plotted in figure 21 with Px as the ordi-

nate and p as the abscissa. In figure 21(a), for example, z was held

constant and curves of constant x are plotted (the data for these fig-

ures were taken from ref. 76). For the moment it is assumed that the

experiment has been designed and has been exposed to punctures for some

time t.

The significance of figure 21 can be illustrated by the following

example: Suppose at the end of the experiment there have been 500 of

i000 segments destroyed. Figure 21(c) then shows that the maximum prob-

ability Px of observing 500 events with i000 segments is 0.025. This

probability corresponds to a 0.50 probability of each segment being

penetrated and the condition that each segment was equally likely or

probable of being penetrated. Figure 21(c) also shows that_ if the

probability of penetrating each segment is less than approximately 0._5

or greater than approximately 0.55, the probability Px of observing
500 events with i000 segments is for all practical purposes zero. The

conclusion to be drawn from this example then is that, if 500 events

are observed by exposing i000 segmentsj the probability of losing an in-

dividual segment lies for all practical purposes between 0.45 and 0.55.

If one wished to assume Poisson statistics applied, an average rate of

puncture could be calculated using the measured probability p because
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p = I - e-hat (RI)

However; the end purpose really of determining an average rate is to per-
mit the probability of receiving penetrations -_obe calculated. If this
can be determined directly; there is really no need to go through the
intervening step of determining an average rate.

Case ll(b). - The previous case (Case ll(a)) parallels Case I(a) in

that only a limited amount of information is obtained. It would be de-

sirable to be able to determine that the probability of losing a segment

was not dependent upon the total tile interval for which the experiment

was conducted. (This corresponds for the assumption of Poisson statis-

tics to a constant average rate.) If the time to each event is known;

the validity of the assumption that the probability of losing a segment

is the same for all time intervals can be checked. This can be done as

follows:

(i) Let Pt = probability of losing a segment in time t.

(2) Then i - Pt = probability of not losing a segment in time t,

(S) And (I - pt )n = probability of not icsing a segment in time

(%) Where n > i.

nt_

The probability of losing a segment by t_e time the experiment is

concluded p is then

p: l- (1- pt )'= (22)

where n : (Time of experiment)/t. Solving ecuation (22) for

Pt = i- (i- p)l#

Pt gives

The number of events expected by any time t is then

zpt = z[l - (i - p)l" 4 (24)

A t_ical plot of equation (24) is shown in f gure 20(b) along with a

histogram of data as they might occur.

Comparison of the data with the theoreti,_al distribution parallels

Case l(b).

Rate variation with thickness. - The variation of the mean penetra-

tion rate wiih ikLckness proposed in equation (7) could be generalized

!
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(by taking the log of both sides; in r = in K - 5 in h) into the follow-

ing form:

y = _ + Sx (22)

where y = in r, x = In h, and the coefficients _ and _ are to be

determined from the experimental data.

It would be desirable to use the data obtained on the measured mean

rates as discussed in Case I and Case II to evaluate the coefficients

and _ of equation (2S) if the proposed model is appropriate. The most

common procedure is to apply a least-squares technique to determine the

coefficients of _ and _. An example of this technique for a physical

problem described by equation (2S) is worked out on pages 206 to 209 of

reference 74. Unfortunately the usual simplifying assumptions are made

in the reference in order to make the problem tractable. The assump-
tions are:

(i) For a given value of x the variation of the estimated or

measured means about the true mean is normal.

(2) The standard deviation or variance of these normal distribu-

tions is constant for all values of x. (However_ the more general case

of a variation in the variance with the independent variable x is dis-

cussed in ref. 74.)

In the situation considered herein some knowledge of the statisti-

cal nature of the penetration rate will be known if time to penetration

is recorded per Case l(b) or Case !l(b). However, it is unlikely that

enough data will be obtained to permit determination of the statistical

fluctuations of the measured or estimated mean values about the true

mean of the population. (This will be discussed more fully in the sub-

sequent section.) If the meteoroid population is such that in obtain-

ing an estimated mean it appears that a Poisson_ normal, or binomial

distribution applies to the data, it can be reasonably assumed that the

measured means will have a normal distribution about the true mean of

the population (see ch. 8, ref. 77). This would then satisfy assump-

tion (i), but not assumption (2). It should be pointed out that assump-

tion (2) is only of consequence in setting confidence levels on the

estimated _ and _. This sophistication is often ignored in practice

by using weighted averages and the least-squares technique to obtain the

best estimate of _ and _.

There are two other facets of this problem that should probably be

mentioned. The first concerns the weighting of data. In the subsequent

section it will be seen that when a selected set of material thicknesses

is exposed more events will be recorded for the smaller thicknesses even

with less area exposed. In this situation rate estimates at these thick-

nesses should be given more weight during the curve-fitting process.
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This can be done by treating the data at each thickness selected as mul-
tiple estimates of the rate with each rate estimate based on the same
number of events. The thickness with the minimumnumberof events (pre-
sumably the maximumthickness exposed) will have a weight of unity and
will serve as the unit or basic measurement_1ordetermining the weight
given the data at other thicknesses.

The second facet concerns the extrapolation of the estimated rates
of punctures to thicknesses of material whic_ are impractical to expose.
There are a numberof extrapolation procedures that can be employed
(e.g., see ref. 78) to estimate the rates of puncture at thicknesses
greater than those exposed and to estimate the expected dispersion in
these rates. These techniques are beyond the scope of this report.

Design Considerati<ns

This section is not intended to develop equations whereby an opti-
mumexperiment could be obtained. Rather_ t_e intent is to explore some
of the general problems associated with obtaining direct experimental
measurementsof puncture rates.

In this section only the influence of four parameters on the prob-
lem of obtaining direct measurementof puncture rates is investigated.
The parameters of concern are surface area_ _aterial thickness_ time_
and_ in the case of a segmentedapproach_ th_ numberof segments. A
discussion of the general considerations involving area_ time_ and mate-
rial thickness follows.

General considerations. - The problem posed is as follows: If a

space vehicle must be designed for a given survival probability_ what

must the area of an experiment be to obtain lhe required engineering

data upon which a design may be based. The _roblem will be explored

using a specific example. In addition_ in o_der to simplify the presen-

tation to follow it will be assumed that Poisson statistics are appli-

cable. However_ the conclusions drawn are quite general and are not re-

stricted by these initial assumptions.

The probability of receiving no punctures will be taken as the sur-

vival probability. For Poisson statistics then_ the probability of re-

ceiving no punctures in a given area a in time t is

PO = e-Xat (26)

and it will be deemed necessary to predict ths survival probability PO"
It is then desirable to obtain experimentally the mean rate of puncture

so that the survival probability can be calculated.
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The precision of the resulting measurement of a statistical process

is, as is well known, a function of the number of events recorded. For

Poisson statistics_ if a large number of events are measured (N), there is

to a close approximation a 0.95 probability that N will be within the

interval Nm ± 2_m m where Nm is the expected mean or theoretical ex-

pected average number of events. The precision (or fractional disper-

sion about the true mean) expected from the data could then be expected

to vary as 2m/_/N. Making this ratio 2m/N/N smaller increases the

precision with which an average rate of puncture can be estimated. For

purposes of this example it will be assumed that a precise estimate of

the average rate is not required. The ratio of 2m/N/N assumed, there-

fore, is O.S:

2V l
- o. 5 (27)

N1

The average value of N I will be

NI = halt I (28)

(It should be noted that there is no certainty of observing exactly NI

events. There is_ for exampl% a 50 percent chance of observing at

least NI or more events, and therefore eq. (28) is only an approxima-
tion of the number of events expected.)

Let it be deemed desirable that the survival probability of the

space vehicle be 0.99. (Selection of the values 0.5 and 0.99 is not

critical for the point this discussion illustrates.) Then

0.99 = e-_a2t2 (29)

Further let the space experiment (area al) be exposed for the same

length of time as the vehicle (i.e., t I = t2). Then combining equations

(27), (28), and (29) yields the following result:

aI '-' lSOO a2 (5o)

It is quite obvious from this example that, if the space vehicle

area a2 is of any reasonable size, it becomes impractical to make di-

rect experimental measurements of the rates of penetration to be ex-

pected. There is one other aspect of the area problem that is not

brought out by this treatment. This involves the thickness of the sur-

face exposed. As the thickness is increased, it becomes increasingly

more impractical to expect anything approaching even the precision of

experimental results called for by equation (27). However, it should

also be mentioned that it is also not always necessary to obtain precise

rate estimates in order to obtain useful information. In fact, the case

of no events is useful information if the experimenter has confidence
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that his results are correct and not due to a malfunction of the experi-

ment. In addition, the experimenter is at lil_erty to vary the time of

exposure of his experiment and thus reduce th_ area required. Some of

these aspects are considered in the following discussions.

Figure 22 shows a plot of the average nm_er of events expected as

a function of skin thickness for various area-time products. The figure

was constructed for stainless steel and is based on figure lO(a). Fig-

ure 22 is perhaps most meaningful if a specific example is considered.

If it is desired to obtain the same precision as in equation (27) (i.e._

N I = 16 events) for an exposed thickness of 170 mils, then the area-time

product required is l0 S square foot-hours. This number means that an

area of 1.142X104 square feet would have to be exposed for a period of

i year to record on the average 16 events. In terms of area and weight

(a minimum weight of perhaps 50 tons would be required) this requirement

is obviously impractical. If the rates predicted in figure lO(a) are

substantially correct, experimenters from a _ractieal standpoint will be

forced to settle for rather poor precision w_en thicknesses of even 50

mils are exposed. In addition, the capability of defining average rates

of puncture for many thicknesses of interest (i00 to 250 mils or greater)

by direct measurement does not appear to exist. This then requires that

results from thin surfaces be extrapolated t< obtain estimated rates at

greater thicknesses. Another alternative is to infer what these rates

might be from other data, perhaps from astroromical and hypervelocity

impact data as was done early in this report.

Segmentation. - The previous area considerations apply whether a

segmented or unsegmented area approach is us_d for the experiment. How-

ever_ the segmented approach places another :'estriction upon the design

that will be explored here.

Segmentation (as denoted herein) does n,_t permit the total number

of punctures in a surface to be measured. Tie increased range of the

confidence interval can be obtained from the following equation derived

in appendix C:

ZkN z --- e -7 1 - e -_ e -_ 1 e (CII)
-_--= _ e z + 2 _ - in -2 z

This equation predicts the 95 percent confidence interval ZkN as a

function of the average number of events N and number of segments z

and is plotted in figure 25. The confidence interval _N is not sym-

_N

metrical about N_ but to a close approximation the range is N ±-_.

Three pertinent facts can be noted from this figure:

(!) The number of segments required that will give essentially the

same results as for an unsegmented approach and the minimum

!

tO
O_



number of segments needed to interpret the data in terms of an

average rate of penetrations. An unsegmented approach means

that every penetration in the total surface is recorded.

(2) The effect of the number of events measured on the accuracy of

the measurement.

(5) A practical indication of the number of segments to use in an

experiment.

The dashed lines in figure 25 show the normalized confidence inter-

val for an infinite number of segments (unsegmented approach) correspond-

ing to various values of the average number of events expected N. It

will be noted in all cases that, if the number of segments is i00 times

the number of events_ the results are essentially identical to an un-

segmented approach. For a large number of events, such as 500 or i000,

a ratio of z,/N = i0 is practically the same as for infinite

segmentation.

The normalized confidence interval Z_N/N is very strongly affected

by the number of events N and cannot be reduced below the values indi-

cated for z/N = _. This indicates the value of measuring a large num-

ber of events (also mentioned previously). It will also be noted that

the confidence interval Z_N approaches the minimum (infinite number of

segments) very rapidly, and therefore no practical purpose is served

by using an excessive number of segments (i.e., more than i000 segments).

This indicates that with a reasonable number of segments a segmented ap-

proach does not require acceptance of gross inaccuracies over and above

those inherent in the statistical nature of the phenomena.

The distance of the intersection of lines for constant z and con-

stant N above the dashed lines for z/N = _ shows the increase in

the confidence interval due to segmentation. If the number of events_

which is limited by the amount of area that can be exposed, is small

(say i0 to 20), the number of segments should probably be at least two

to five times the average number of events expected. If_ however_ the

number of events to be measured is large 3 in excess of 200_ it is prob-

ably unnecessary to have more segments than the average number of events

expected. This indicates also that, if an experiment is designed for

the eventuality of rates much greater than the average (i.e., showers)

or expected rate_ upwards of 200 segments should be used.

The reader should be reminded that figure 23 is a curve for choos-

ing the number of segments in designing an experiment. Curves similar

to figure 21 are required to determine the confidence interval for the

actual experimental data.

One other point should also be noted from figure 25. If too few

segments are used_ it is impossible to predict with any accuracy the

average number of punctures (i.e., average rate) because too few
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segmentswould result in z/N values to the left of the knee of the
curve in figure 23. This is somewhatmisleading because time has not
been used as a variable in the treatment. Supposeupon executing an ex-
periment it was found that the data put one to the left of the knee.
_is would simply meanthat the experiment did not last as long as an-
ticipated (the result of a penetration rate higher than expected), and
the results would have to be investigated on the basis of a shorter ex-
posure time. This simply lends more support to the need for time of
event in an experiment of this nature.

Onefinal point is also worth noting. The decision as to what con-
stitutes an acceptable prediction error or confidence interval varies
<_ith the intended use of the data. More importantly, it is also a
matter of personal choice depending on the individual making the deci-
sions. There has, therefore_ been no attempt madeto define points as
optimum on either figure 21 or 2S.

Establishing a model. - It would be hig]_ly desirable to be able to

obtain a model that would describe the varia,ion of average rate of

penetration with material thickness. Up to _his point only the problem

of establishing an average rate for an individual thickness has been

discussed. To investigate_ for example_ the model of figure lO(a) with

an experiment requires certain consideration_ or compromises not con-

sidered up to this point. The following is i discussion of some of
these considerations.

In order to simplify the discussion a specific example is used_ and

an unsegmented approach is considered. It will be assumed that i000

square feet of area can be exposed near Earth for a period of i year.

It is desired that this area be used to give a good definition of the

variation of rate of puncture with material thickness. The problem

faced by the experimenter in its simplest aspect is to decide how to

divide the total area between various material thicknesses.

It is rather obvious that the best defJnition of the model will be

obtained when the difference between the maximum and minimum thicknesses

employed is as large as practical. The gowrning parameter on these

limits is, of course; the decision of the e::perimenter as to the accept-

able dispersion expected about the predicteci mean rate. Selection of

the minimum thickness does not present a di_ficult problem because with

a given assigned area (e.g., SO sq ft of th_ total of i000 sq ft to be

exposed) the number of events expected can _)e made acceptably high

simply by going to thinner material. There is a minor restriction in

this regard in that the minimum useful thici_ness is equal to or gre_ter

than that penetrated by approximately l-mic;on-size particles. The max-

imum thickness presents a different problem because_ even if the total

area of I000 square feet is employed_ the dispersion expected about the

predicted mean rate becomes rapidly less acceptable as the thickness is

increased. This fact, however_ permits the experimenter to determine

t_
!

tO
C]
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the maximum thickness feasible by assigning the major portion of the

area to this thickness and stipulating an acceptable dispersion. For

example_ let 700 square feet of the total be assigned to the maximum

thickness and the dispersion assumed such that

= o.s (3z)
N

where N is the number of events expected. The rapid decrease of rate

of puncture with thickness of material makes it obvious that the value

of the ratio 2-_/N must decrease as thicker material is exposed. The

selection of 0.5 for the ratio of 2-_/N is arbitrary and was made

only to illustrate the problems involved.

Equation (51) is satisfied for a value of N = 16. Thus for 700

square feet of area and an exposure of i year this corresponds to a

puncture rate of 2.6×10-6 penetration per square foot per hour because

r - atN _ 700 ×168760 = 2.6×10 -6 penetration/sq ft-hr (52)

From figure lO(a) this rate corresponds to a rate of penetration for a

material thickness of approximately 66 mils. It is obvious that utili-

zation of'the total area of i000 square feet for the maximum thickness

would not permit much of an increase over the 66 mils (approx. 78 mils).

For the variation in N of ±2-,/N, a corresponding variation in r

of the following is obtained:

1.51XlO -6 < r < 5.92X10 -6 (ss)

This range in r has been shown as a vertical line in figure lO(a) and

may be thought of as a tolerance limit. It represents the interval in

which actual data would be expected to fall if the true mean were the

value shown by the curve.

The tolerance limit for the minimum thickness is shown in figure

lO(a) for the following assumptions. The area employed is SO square

feet and the dispersion is such that 2_/N/N = 0. i. Also shown in fig-

ure lO(a) is the tolerance limit if the remaining area (250 sq ft) is

allotted to a thickness midway between the maximum and minimum

thicknesses.

In the situation where a segmented approach is usedj it would be

necessary to select the number of segments to be used with each thick-

ness on the basis of considerations already discussed. There would, of

course; be some practical considerations involved_ such as the number

of se_nents it might be possible to interrogate with present telemetry

techniques; and so forth.
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The example presented illustrates the point that direct experimental
determination of a model of rate of puncture variation with material
thickness will be confined to a range of thickness less than that which
might be desired. As greater thicknesses are exposed, it will also be
necessary to accept less precision in the results. As a consequenceof
this, less information will be obtained as to the statistical fluctua-
tions to be expected.

It is obvious that the selection of the numerical values for the
previous example was arbitrary. More involved methods of choosing thick-
nesses and corresponding areas will probably be required in order to de-
termine an optimum distribution. The cost of conducting space experi-
ments is so great that the most refined statistical design procedures
that are consistent with the existing estimates of the environment should
be utilized in the experiment design. These yrocedures should aim at
getting the maximumpossible information from the experiment, within
area and weight limitations, in order to obtaim the best possible de-
scription of the penetration rate as a functic_ of material thickness.
This description should cover the range of thicknesses where data can be
readily obtained_ and it should provide the most reasonable extrapolation
of data to greater thicknesses. It appears at this time that the statis-
tical design procedure required is not in the available literature. The
development and description of such a procedurs could be another report
in itself and is beyond the scope intended for this report.

!
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CONCI}JDING REMARKS

The hazard to space vehicles of meteoroid material in space is at

present of great concern. An attempt to assess the extent of this hazard

on the basis of present information has been made herein. The obvious

conclusion reached is that a hazard exists_ but only very crude estimates

of this hazard can be made at present. The uncertainty in these esti-

mates_ which may be in error by orders of magnitude, results from a lack

of imformatiom in two general areas. The first area falls most nearly

into the realm of meteor astronomy and some cl_sely allied subjects.

The second area_ which is relatively new to science, is that of hyper-

velocity impact.

Both of these areas of knowledge are expanding rapidly, but it is

unlikely that they will provide all the information needed on the hazard

of meteoroids. In addition_ considerable time will be needed to accumu-

late enough information in these two fields to permit a wedding of the

information to yield a comprehensive picture of the meteoroid hazard.

For this reason_ it is imperative to make direct measurements of meteor-

oid damage by space experiments. Some aspects of this experimental ap-

proach have been explored herein, and the pertinent conclusions are as
follows:
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i. The design of experiments at present is largely a matter of in-
telligent guesswork. This leads then to the obvious need for someearly
experiments to crudely determine the rate of penetration for somethick-
nesses of skin material so that more intelligently planned future experi-
ments can be conducted.

2. It is also obvious that no one experiment can be devised that
will answer all the design questions. Becausemanyexperiments are
needed, it is doubtful, in view of the cost and other requirements, that
all the data desired will ever be gathered directly. It thus behooves
the experimenters to give very careful consideration to the experiments
conducted and to build one experiment upon another.

5. The most urgently needed information at present for space ve-
hicle designers is a knowledge of the rate of penetration to be expected.
In looking at the design requirements of such experiments it becomesap-
parent that very large areas must be exposed for extended periods of
time in space. It is further highly desirable to be able to know the
time of event so that the statistical characteristics of the puncture
rates can be investigated.

_. 0nly the problem of defining an average rate is explored in de-
tail, but the results are general enough that they can be applied to the
problem of determining when showers occur and the rates during showers.
Although also not explored in detail herein, the design of experiments
to investigate the effect of orientation relative to the plane of the
eclipti% Earth concentrating effects, and so forth_ will be very impor-
tant considerations in the design of space vehicles, and direct experi-
mental investigations of these effects should be made.

5. The problem of establishing a model for the variation of average
rate with material thickness was also explored. It was obvious that a
definitive model obtained by direct measurementwould be limited in
range. This introduces the problem of selecting experimental points to
give the best definition of rate with thickness, and this was briefly
explored in the text.

6. Direct measurementof the penetration rates through thick mate-
rials seemsto be impractical at present. The recourse, if this is the
situation, will be to extrapolate from direct measurementsat smaller
thicknesses or to infer what these rates will be from other measurements_
such as radio echo surveys, hypervelocity impact studies, and so forth.

Lewis Research Center
National Aeronautics and SpaceAdministration

Cleveland_ Ohio, AugusL 28, 1961
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APPENDIXA

Ad

a

C

CD

D

d

d c

dcm

H

h

Ka

K, KI_

L

M

m

N

P

R

Re

SYMBOLS

area subject to aerodynamic drag

area exposed to puncture

quantity of momentum necessary to produce penetration

aerodynamic drag coefficient

depth of penetration

diameter of impacting particle

crater diameter

minimum hole diameter

height or altitude above Earth's surface

surface thickness

impact constant 3 ratio of strikin_ energy to crater volume

for specific target-particle co'nbinations

functional ccnstant for impacting particle material

functional constant for target material

arbitrary constants

characteristic particle dimension

meteor magnitude

particle mass

number of events

probability of an event

radial distance from Sun

radial distance from center of Earth

I

_O
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¢7

qO
Cq

!
_q

r

S

t

V

Vs

V.L.

x_ y_ z

Pa

Pp

Pt

average rate of penetration

constant determining variation in number of particles with mass

time

particle velocity

velocity of sound in target material

viewing loss due to presence of Earth

variables whose specific meanings are given in text

regression coefficient defining intercept of a straight line

regression coefficient defining slope of a straight line

mean rate for a Poisson distribution (this is, in general_ taken

to be equal to r)

atmospheric density

particle density

target density
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APPENDIXB

RATEOFPENETRATIO_

The nmnberof meteoroids of mass m or _reater entering Earth's
atmosphereper day was given in the text as fellows:

N - 5"81Xi07 Number enterin_ Earth's atmosphere (6)
m Day

For spherical particles of constant density this can be written as

N - const. (BI)
d 3

I

Ames Penetration Criteria

Most penetration criteria assume that the depth of penetration D

varies linearly with some dimensions of the i_pacting particle_ usually

the diameter d. Thus_ for example; the Ames penetration criteria give

D-- 2.28 \%/ d (B2)

If further it is assumed that the target thic}ness h just equals the

depth of penetration (see assumptions in text; for thin targets the

depth is l.S times that of infinite targets)_ then

\Pt/ _ d
(B3)

and the skin thickness just penetrated also wries linearly with parti-

cle diameter.

Combining equations (BI) and (B3) leads Io the conclusion that the

rate of penetration r varies as follows:

r - const. (B4)
h3

where

N (Bs)
r : Earth's surface area
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The constant in equation (B4) can be evaluated for a given set of
conditions_ for example_as follows: Select the target material Pt
and Vs, a particle pp and d, and velocity of impact V. Calculate
the target thickness that will be penetrated for these conditions using
equation (B3). Calculate the particle massand from equation (BS) the
rate r. The constant in equation (B_) for this set of conditions is
given as the product of the calculated r and h3. This constant can
be employed in equation (B4) to calculate the rate of penetration ex-
pected for any other thickness. Figure i0 was constructed on this
basis.

Langley Penetration Criteria

The Langley penetration criteria are as follows:

D =  t(0pVL- C)

For aluminum impacting aluminum the value of the constants

C gives

D = O.0S (%VL - 1.3) (BT)

(Eq. (B7) was not developed for the case of stone pellets impacting alu-

minum targets but is used as such herein.)

With the penetration criteria of equation (B?), equation (B4) has

the following form:

eonst.
r = (B8)

(h + const.) 3

Equation (B7) leads to the rather unlikely situation discussed in the

text that particles must be of a certain size before any penetration is

obtained. This results in a leveling out of the penetration rate with

decreasing thickness as would be expected from inspection of equation

(B8). This effect is also apparent upon inspection of figure 13.

Atkins and Bjork Penetration Criteria

Both the Bjork and Atkins penetration criteria result in a rate of

penetration equation like equation (B4). The constant 3 of course,

differs in each case. Neither equation was developed for the conditions

peculiar to the calculations herein and thus each necessitates some

assumptions.
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Atkins penetration criteria which follow

{S_]i/3ml/Sv2/S

D = \_Ka]
(Bg)

require an assumption as to the value of the constant Ka, which is the

ratio of striking energy to crater volume. The value of this constant

varies with the different combinations of pellets and targets. A range

of 4×10 9 to 2×1010 joules per cubic centimeter was assumed likely to

cover the situation herein. The rates of penetration in figure IS are

therefore shown as a band for Atkins.

Bjork's penetration criteria which follow

D = 1.09(mV)i/3 (BlO)

were developed for aluminum impacting alumimm. It was assumed to hold

for the case of stone (having the same densit} as aluminum) impacting

aluminum.

As noted in the text all the penetration criteria cited were de-

veloped for semi-infinite targets_ and the depths of penetration so ob-

tained were multiplied by I.S to obtain the sheet thickness that will be

penetrated.

t_
!

tO
Ob

Viewing Loss

The viewing loss from a point above the larth's surface due to the

presence of Earth is given by the following ecuation:

V.L. - i - cos _ (BII)
2

where

R e

sin ) - (BIZ)
Re + H
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APPENDIXC
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0PTLMUM NUP_ER OF SEGMENTS

The possible error in estimating the mean number of punctures in a

segmented surface can be estimated by approximating the binomial distri-

bution with a normal distribution. A new random variable y can be de-

fined for a binomial distribution as follows:

y = x - _x (el)
_X

where for a binomial distribution

_X

gX

For a binomial distribution it can also be shown (see ref. 74) that

where

q

mean or expected number of events

variable describing variations or distribution of the number of

events about the mean _x

standard deviation of x about mean _x

_x = zp

Ux =

q=l- p

number of trials (i.e., number of segments)

probability of the event in question occurring (i.e._ a segment

will be punctured)

probability of the event in question not occurring

The random variable y can be approximated quite precisely for

large z (z > I0) by a normal distribution with a mean of zero and a

standard deviation _ = 1.0. This fact can be used as follows:

(c2)

(03)

(c4)

For a confidence level such that there is a 0.95 probability of x

within x ±_x, y has a range -2 _ y S 2. The value of _x_ therefore,

from equations (CI) to (C4) is

a_ : 2_/zp(_- p) (c5)
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If it is assumed that Poisson statistics apply to the penetration

rate_ then

p = i - e-Rat = i- e -XAt/z = i - e-N/z (C6)

whe re

a area of a segment

t time of exposure

mean rate of puncture

A total area exposed

N average number of punctures for total are

Substitution of equation (C6) in (CS) gives

Ax = 2_ze-N/Z(l - e-N/z) (c7)

From (C6) it can also be seen that

( - Pl _
l

AN= z in P2/
(c8)

where

p_ : p- ap : p- ET (c9)

P2 : p + ap : p + 9{ (ClO)

Substituting (C7), (C9), and (ClO) into (C8) _nd dividing both sides by

N give

e-N/z + 2_i - e-N/z)

Z_N z _ z
- In

- e-N/z)N N e-N/z 2 z

It can be seen from equation (CII) that the total possible error

represented by the normalized confidence interval AN/N in estimating

the average _imuber of punctures N for the t3tal surface is only a

function of the mm_er of segments z and the ratio z/N. (It should

(cn)

b_
J

ob
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be noted that time was not taken into account as a variable in this

treatment. See the text for a discussion ofthe influence of time.)

This measure of error AN/N reaches a minimum for N = _. This

can be seen more easily by investigating the variations in probability

value p. Thus,

where _ is the standard deviation for the estimated probability.

parameter to minimize, however, is _/p. Thus,

The

(c13)-#:

in = in q - in z - in p (Cl )

d m idq 1 (ClS)
dz q dz z p dz

If q = i - p : e -N/z it can be easily shown that

d in

lira = 0 (el6)

and; therefore, the error in the estimated probability p and, hence,

the error ZMN/N are a minimum when z _ _.

A plot of AN/N for various values of z/N and N has been shown

in figure 2S. For a discussion of the figure see the text.
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